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Astronomers Search for Moons Circling Distant Exoplanets
Moons orbiting distant exoplanets may account for most of the habitable locales in the galaxy. If only we could find them

By Lee Billings
January 2014 Issue
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We now know of thousands of planets orbiting other stars. In all likelihood, hundreds of billions more call the Milky Way home. Many of the known “exoplanets” are large, gaseous worlds like Jupiter or Neptune—hostile places for life. But like those giants of our solar system, distant exoplanets may also have large moons. And if they do, moons—not planets—may be the most common home for life in the universe.
In recent years one frontier of the search for moons of exoplanets—exomoons—has been in the basement of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, inside a gloomy room lined with computers in wire-mesh cages. Raising his voice over the mechanical whine of the cooling fans, British astronomer David Kipping remarks that nearly all of this computing power is currently devoted to analyzing a single planet, Kepler-22b, which orbits a sunlike star some 600 light-years away from Earth. The distant world is named for NASA's planet-hunting Kepler space telescope, which first spotted it. Kipping's hope is that on closer inspection, the data that first revealed Kepler-22b's presence may also divulge the subtler signals of lunar companions. He calls his project the Hunt for Exomoons with Kepler, or HEK.
Kipping's project is arguably the most advanced exomoon hunt today. The intense computing power is necessary, Kipping says, because even the largest conceivable exomoon would leave a vanishingly faint signal in the data. Because of this, he intensively searches for evidence of exomoons around only a subset of carefully selected targets. He may not find as many exomoons as he would with a quick search of lots of targets, but “I'm not sure I'd believe those results,” he says. “Our goal is nice, clean, solid detections that everyone can agree on.”
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He has reason to be circumspect. Any claim of an exomoon discovery would be controversial, not only because the work is difficult but also because the find potentially has profound implications. For instance, Kipping explains, Kepler-22b resides in its star's habitable zone, the region where liquid water could exist. The planet is so large it is likely to be an inhospitable, gas-shrouded orb rather than a rocky, terrestrial world like Earth. If, however, Kepler-22b has a massive lunar companion, that moon might be a pleasant place to live and a possible target for future astronomical searches for extraterrestrial life and intelligence.
“Moons could be habitable,” he says. “And if that's true, there's a hell of a lot more opportunities for life out there than anyone has previously appreciated.”
Making Moons
Many astronomers (as well as science-fiction authors) had long assumed that other planetary systems would mirror our own, with bountiful icy moons orbiting cold, giant worlds, similar to the arrangements we see around Jupiter and Saturn. With the first exoplanet discoveries of the 1990s, however, new possibilities arose; planet hunters began finding gas-giant planets that, after forming in the outer dark, somehow migrated in to closer, hotter orbits around stars. Some even occupied their stars' habitable zones. Such positioning raised the question: Might some moons around those warm giants have rocky compositions, protective atmospheres and oceans like on Earth?
Three researchers at Pennsylvania State University—Darren Williams, Jim Kasting and Richard Wade—were the first to study in detail how feasible it would be for an exomoon to possess an Earth-like environment. Their study, published in 1997 in Nature, asked how large a habitable-zone moon must be to maintain a substantial atmosphere and liquid water on its surface. “We found that moons smaller than Mars, about a tenth the mass of Earth, couldn't hold on to an atmosphere for more than a few million years,” Williams says. Below that threshold, a moon would not generate enough gravitational force to retain a substantial atmosphere. The atmosphere of such a too tiny moon would boil off in radiation from the nearby star.
The trouble is that moons as big as a terrestrial planet do not seem very easy to build. Astronomers believe that most moons form in much the same way that planets do—gradually coalescing out of a spinning disk of gas, ice and dust [see graphic below]. Most computer simulations of this piece-by-piece lunar assembly struggle to produce anything much bigger than Jupiter's Ganymede, the largest moon our solar system managed to make. According to the 1997 study, such a moon would need to bulk up fourfold or fivefold to hang on to a permanent atmosphere.
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Fortunately, nature has devised other ways to make massive moons. Earth's moon, for example, is too large to have quiescently formed alongside our planet from a shared disk of gas and dust. Many astronomers think, instead, that our Earth-moon system was forged out of a cataclysmic collision early in our solar system's history. Pluto and its largest moon, Charon, are thought to be another collision-forged duo, albeit on a much smaller scale. These pairs could account for other types of moons. In so-called binary-exchange reactions, a giant planet encountering a binary pair captures one member as a moon while the other member gets ejected into space. This kind of exchange has happened at least once before in our solar system: Neptune's biggest moon, Triton, has a bizarre orbit that moves in the opposite direction of the giant planet's rotation. Astronomers believe that Triton is the captured remnant of a binary pair that Neptune tore apart long ago.
These large moons could potentially support liquid water—and thus life—even if they orbit a planet located outside of a star's habitable zone. Extra warmth could come from the reflected light and emitted heat of a host planet, as well as the planet's gravitational pull. Just as the moon raises tides in Earth's oceans, the gravitational tug of a gas giant could send tidal energy rippling through a nearby moon, flexing the lunar interior and pumping it full of frictional heat. The effect is akin to heating up a metal paper clip by bending it back and forth in your hand. Indeed, if a moon orbits too close to its gas-giant planet, it could experience so much tidal heating that it boils off its atmosphere or melts into a glowing ball of slag, according to work by René Heller of the Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research in Göttingen, Germany, and Rory Barnes of the University of Washington. In wider lunar orbits, just the right amount of tidal heating could keep moons comfortably toasty, even if the planet is far from its star's warming rays.
Tidal forces could also change a moon's orbit so that it would eternally present only one hemisphere toward its host planet, just as the moon does to Earth. Envisioning the night skies of such tidally locked worlds, Heller says, yields a deeply strange picture. “Imagine, for example, standing on the planet-facing hemisphere of a tidally locked moon,” he says. “The planet would be huge and would not move in the sky. At ‘noon’ on the moon, which corresponds to the point in its orbit where the star would be highest in the sky, the star would pass behind the planet, and there would be no reflected light from the planet. You would see stars all around but only a black disk directly overhead. At ‘midnight,’ when the moon's orbit would be taking the star beneath your feet, the planet's illuminated face would shift from a crescent to converge on a full circle, and you'd get all that reflected light. So at midnight, your sky would be much brighter than at noon.”
Search Strategy
Moons large enough to hold on to an atmosphere should, in theory, be visible in data from the Kepler satellite. Since its launch in 2009 until gyroscope problems cut short the mission in 2013, Kepler gazed unceasingly at a single patch of sky, continuously monitoring the brightness of more than 150,000 target stars. It searched for planets by detecting transits: shadows cast toward our solar system as planets crossed the face of their sun. Each transit manifests as a distinct, recurring dip in a star's “light curve,” its brightness plotted over time.
The smallest planet Kepler has found in its primary mission, Kepler-37b, is exceedingly small—only slightly larger than Earth's moon. According to Kipping, if Kepler can find moon-size planets, it should also be able to find planet-size moons.
Yet even though Kipping is combing through Kepler's data for signs of them, he is not a member of the Kepler team, nor is his project affiliated with the NASA mission. In fact, anyone could do what he is doing: the Kepler data are publicly available. Astronomers and hobbyists alike have already discovered new planets by sifting through the voluminous data set. Kipping's everyman approach extends to fund-raising as well—he raised $12,000 on a crowdfunding Web site to buy CPUs, then used them to build the Michael Dodds Computing Facility, named for the most generous donor.
Kipping's search strategy is founded on a counterintuitive quirk of gravitational interactions: in a sense, moons orbit planets, but planets also orbit moons. More strictly, a planet and a moon actually orbit a shared center of mass, so that as a moon whips around a planet, the planet wobbles back and forth.
Imagine that you are looking out at a distant moon-planet system. If the moon swings around to the right of the planet, the planet, orbiting the same center of mass, will shift a little bit to the left. Now imagine that moon-planet system transiting left to right across the face of the star. The planet will be left of where it would be if it did not have a lunar companion. This leftward shift, in a left-to-right-moving planet, will delay the onset of the transit by perhaps a few minutes. On the same system's next transit, the moon may be on the other side of its orbit, slightly shifting the position of the planet to the right and advancing the planet's transit a few minutes early.
In addition to these shifts in the onsets of transits, a circling moon can alter the transit's total duration. Unfolding over multiple orbits, this to-and-fro temporal waltz of fluctuating transit properties is an exomoon's expected calling card.
In addition to these timing effects, a sufficiently large moon could block a star's light, adding its own minuscule dip to a transiting planet's signal. The combined planet-moon dip would look much like the signal from an ordinary planet, except for the fact that occasionally the moon would pass directly in front of or behind the planet. The eclipsed moon-planet system would not block quite as much light. Astronomers could use this variation to infer the presence of the hidden moon.
Yet searching for any of these subtle effects has its challenges. A small dip in starlight from a transiting exomoon could just as plausibly be caused by more prosaic phenomena. Every modulation of the light curves so far has been best explained by simple things such as star spots, stellar fluctuations and instrumental errors.
Worse, a single timing signature could be produced by a wide range of possible planet-moon arrangements that varied in details such as the size of the moon and the period and inclination of its orbit. This inherent uncertainty makes it quite difficult to characterize any given exomoon through timing alone.
Yet if astronomers manage to pin down a planet-moon system's orbital configuration through timing effects, as well as the moon's dip in a light curve, they can establish masses for the system's moon, the planet and the star. By pairing those masses with size estimates based on how much starlight a planet or moon blocks, astronomers can infer each object's density, creating a window into the composition, formational history, and potential habitability of planets and their moons. With careful scrutiny of transit after transit for any given system, even more faint details can coalesce from those fluctuations of starlight.
“It's amazing how much can be packed into a light curve,” Kipping muses. “It's incredibly satisfying to look up at the stars, these twinkling pinpricks of light in the sky at night, and know that we're able to take this simple measurement of brightness and turn it into all this more complex information.” Two years after our conversation, Kipping relocated to Columbia University to continue his exomoon search.
To tease out the presence of a moon orbiting any particular transiting planet, Kipping's HEK project first makes a guess. What would the light curve look like if a moon were orbiting this particular planet? The HEK algorithm generates a very large number of artificial light curves from hypothetical, virtual planet-moon systems that possess a wide variance of masses, radii and orbits. Next it sifts through the Kepler data for matches, gradually homing in on any statistically plausible lunar signals. This exhaustive trial-and-error process is why HEK requires so much computing power. It is also why Kipping prefers to carefully select just the very best targets from Kepler's gargantuan hoard of planets and candidates. Most of those targets are low-mass, Neptune-size worlds that orbit fairly close to a sunlike host star, completing an orbital lap in six months or less. Such planets would manifest the clearest signals of an accompanying large moon. In July of this year Kipping and colleagues found their best-yet candidate for an exomoon, Kepler-1625bi, which could be a Neptune-size moon orbiting a Jupiter-size planet some 4,000 light-years away from Earth. Observations with the Hubble Space Telescope could confirm or refute this candidate in early 2018.
The project also plans to use data from NASA's upcoming Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite, launching in 2018, to seek exomoons around red dwarf stars, which are far smaller, dimmer and more numerous than stars like our sun. The small sizes mean that a transiting planet will block a higher percentage of the star's total light. The relatively dim output moves the habitable zone close to the star; any planet orbiting at that radius would have to whip around quickly, giving astronomers more transits to work with. “For us, everything gets better with these stars,” Kipping says. “In the very best cases, we could probably detect a moon less than a fifth of an Earth mass.”
In perhaps the very worst case, HEK will detect no exomoons at all, a prospect that would at least allow Kipping and his colleagues to set upper limits on how many planets harbor large moons. Already we know something about what is not there. “If there were lots of really big moons, like a two-Earth-radius moon around a Jupiter-size transiting planet, you could just look by eye at the light curve and see the moon's effect,” says University of Florida astronomer Eric Ford. “So there's a good chance if that was in the Kepler field, someone would've found it by now or be hot on its trail.” After further analysis, Kipping's team has ruled out the possibility that Kepler-22b, one target of the early investigations, has a moon larger than about half the size of Earth.
Other astronomers, such as Eric Agol of the University of Washington, remain skeptical that Kepler's current data set can deliver verifiable exomoons, particularly via temporal effects alone. “My opinion is that a believable detection is going to require actually seeing the transit of a moon,” Agol says. “But that's at the very hairy edge of what Kepler can do. Of course, nature can always surprise us.”
Despite his doubts, Agol acknowledges that he and a few other collaborators are pursuing an unofficial search of their own, one that, in comparison to HEK, uses less intensive computation to seek more obvious effects in a larger number of Kepler light curves. “My feeling is our search should be around every planet that's been detected, within reason,” Agol says.
Lunar Lenses
Kipping points out that moons can increase the chance for life in more than one way. For example, he says, without the moon, Earth's climate and seasons could be quite different because on astronomical timescales the moon helps to stabilize our planet's tilt. What is more, before the moon spiraled out to its present orbital distance from our world, its enormous tidal effects on the early Earth could have played a vital role in the origin and flourishing of life.
“When we find an Earth-size planet in the habitable zone, one of the first questions will be, ‘Well, does it have a moon?’” Kipping says. The answer to that question will help determine whether a planet is a true Earth twin or merely a cousin with a vague family resemblance. “I wonder if our own is a fluke or if things like it are really common,” he adds. “With a sample size of one, we can't really know the answer. If we find some outside our solar system, we'll get a better idea.”
Through the right kind of telescopic eyes, ones well beyond Kepler's capabilities, an exomoon could do far more than simply signpost a promising mirror Earth orbiting a nearby star. A sufficiently large telescope on the ground or in space could investigate that distant world's atmosphere, looking for markers of life, such as the oxygen that fills our own planet's skies, Kipping says.
Kipping also thinks some exomoons could be used to map the surfaces of their host planets. Astronomers already use transiting planets to map the surfaces of stars by carefully monitoring the star's brightness as the planet crosses its face. “When a moon passes in front of a planet as seen from Earth, you're getting the same opportunity, but now you're looking at the surface brightness of the planet,” he explains. “So, potentially, using something very sophisticated, you could begin mapping an Earth twin's continents, its water distribution, all from how the light curve changes shape as the moon passes over. Sometimes I think that's the most likely way we'll ever get anything like a photograph of one of these potentially habitable planets. This could be the first, smallest slice of a very big pie.”
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